ABSTRACT. Let @ be a singular cardinal of regular uncountable conality . Let f : g be a continuous increasing sequence with limit , and let = @ +' ; , be regular cardinals.
x1. Introduction.
In their paper 2 on the singular cardinal problem, Galvin and Hajnal proved the following inequality: Let be a regular uncountable cardinal and let @ be a strong limit singular cardinal of co nality . Then 2 @ @ 2 jj +. T o establish this inequality, they introduced the norm k'k of ordinal functions ' on , and proved the following: If f : g is a continuous increasing sequence with limit and if F is an almost disjoint family of ordinal functions in Q @ +' , t h e n F has size at most @ +k'k .
The theorem stated in the abstract is an analog of the Galvin-Hajnal theorem and holds without the assumption that @ is a strong limit cardinal. The proof employs techniques introduced by Shelah in his work on the singular cardinal problem; in fact, the special case when ' = 1 is instrumental in Shelah's proof of a bound on 2 @ ! .
Let A be an in nite set, and let I be an ideal on A. The relation I is a partial ordering of equivalence classes. If S is a set of ordinal functions on A then g is an upper bound of S if f I g for all f 2 S, a n d g is a least upper bound of S if it is an upper bound and if g I h for every upper bound h.
A If X A and X = 2 I then we relativize the concepts introduced above t o X: W e l e t IX be the ideal generated by I f A , Xg and then f I g on X", f I g on X", an upper bound on X" etc. refer to the ideal IX. Now let be a regular uncountable cardinal, and let I be a normal ideal on . I n particular, NS denotes the ideal of all nonstationary subsets of . The relation I is well founded and so each ordinal function ' on has a rank in this relation, which w e call the I-norm of ' and denote k'k I . In particular, k'k = k'k NS is the Galvin-Hajnal norm. MAIN THEOREM. Let be a regular uncountable cardinal and let I be a normal ideal on . Let @ be a singular cardinal of co nality and let f : g be a continuous increasing sequence with limit . Let 4. Remark 3 does not extend beyond @ +! , and the following if consistent would be a counterexample: Let = @ +!+1 , and assume that is the union of disjoint stationary sets S n such that for every n; Q 2S n has a co nal scale of length @ +n mod NS.
Furthermore, assume that for some ultra lter U on !, the ultraproduct Q n ! @ +n =U has co nality @ +!+2 . I f D is any ultra lter extending the lter fX : fn ! : S n , X 2 NSg 2 Ug, then D extends the club lter and cof Q =D = @ +!+2 .
5. The theorem has been known to Saharon Shelah and is related to Shelah's covering number prc introduced in 6 . x2. Ordinal functions modulo an ideal.
Throughout this section, I is an ideal on an in nite set A.
If ff : g is a strictly increasing sequence of ordinal functions mod I and if is regular and greater than 2 jAj then the sequence ff g has a least upper bound f and is co nal in f:Here we do not assume that 2 jAj ; and use methods introduced by Shelah to obtain co nal sequences. PROOF. Let A be the set of all such that ' is a limit ordinal, and let B = ,A. If A 2 I, then almost all ' are successor ordinals and so k'k I is a successor ordinal, and so is a successor cardinal.
Thus assume that A is positive. We shall prove that k'k IjA k'k I , and therefore k'k I = k'k IjB , and again k'k I is a successor. For each 2 A; @ +' is regular, and therefore inaccessible, and it follows that ' = . Hence Q 2A ' has a -scale, and so k'k IjA . Since = k'k I , the claim follows. 
